


THE PROJECT

Sergio Peroni, Founder of Gruppo Peroni Race

“2022 will be a special year for our Group: it will mark a return in full style in 
the world of single-seaters from the Historic F3s to this great new addition that 
Formula Italia will stand for. The project stems from the desire to continue the 
competitive life of a car like the F4, which in recent years has proven to have 
exceptional chassis, engine and safety qualities, to the extent that it has become 
widespread all over the world. Now that the advanced chassis step of the 2022 
model releases an incredible number of cars on the market until 2021, it will be 
an opportunity for teams and drivers to invest in a championship that will aim to 
open up to young and older customers, with certain rules and reduced costs. We 
know how difficult it is to tackle a great challenge, but as we have shown over 
the past forty years, we always manage to achieve our goals with seriousness 
and rigor”



FORMULA ITALIA

Car - Ex F4, Tatuus chassis until 2021 
(F4T014)

Engine -  ABARTH 414 TF 1400 cc 
FIRE turbo ( Sealed )

Engine and Tatuus spare parts assi-
stance - AUTOTECNICA MOTORI



FORMULA ITALIA

Rims -  8x13 front - 10x13 post.

Tyres - Hankook slick / rain  It is 
mandatory to purchase 2 sets of 
slicks per weekend

in case of rain + 1 set of rain tyres



FORMAT

2 free practice sessions of 30’ each
2 qualifying sessions of 15’ each
2 races of 25’ each

Private tests from March 1st to 
December 1st 2022 are forbidden

Three mandatory collective tests will 
take place during the season



VENUES

A total of seven rounds will take place at the following tracks: 

11|9 VALLELUNGA

19|6 MISANO

16|10 MUGELLO 6|11 MISANO

15|5 PERGUSA10|4 MUGELLO 10|7 VARANO



DRIVERS

Italian and non-Italian drivers from the age 
of 16 endowed with a C License are admitted



REGISTRATION

Championship registration fee: 
3000 euros + VAT 

-1500 euros + VAT before 10/3/2022

-1500 euros + VAT before the first 
round

-Single-race registration: 800 euros 
+ VAT 

-Registration for two races: 1000 
euros + 2 free practice sessions 300 
euros - total 1300 euro + VAT 



STANDINGS 

Overall
Team standings
Under 18
Under 25
Over 25
Ladies

Prizes TBC 



PR 

Gruppo Peroni Race’s Press Office will ensure a full media coverage for 
Formula Italia throughout the year

-Coverage on weekly and monthly magazines

-Website www.gruppoperonirace.it

-Social media (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter)

-Live streaming on Gruppo Peroni Race’s Facebook and YouTube channels

-Live TV on Sky Italia’s MS Motor TV (Ch.229)



GRUPPO PERONI RACE SRL.
VIA Prati della Farnesina 57 | 00135 - Roma
www.gruppoperonirace.it +39 06 45 44 13 35

CONTACT: info@gruppoperoni.it
Roberto Marazzi: +39 3883728000 | +39 3939498206


